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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 05th November 2019

R1 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 10:19 | AUD $35,000 |  LOCOPA DESIGNS MILLINERY MDN

55 SHADOW COLOUR
Was runner up with a pretty solid effort on debut when well supported at this track over 1000m.
Is second up here and races on the pace which will be a plus. Don't discount.

44 FLYING MOJO Resumes today after placing two from six starts in his debut prep. Could takes this.

22 ALDASHA
Resuming from a spell following a 5 length fourth over 1400m at Nowra. Recent placed in a trial
and is among the chances.

77 BELLE OF CLONMEL
Eight start maiden who wasn't far away last time at second over 1200m at this track in Dec last
year. Overdue and could sneak a place.

66 THE SPROOKER
Made it three placings this campaign two back at Dubbo over 1000m. Ran fourth at
Coonabarabran by 1.2 lengths last start. His best can take this.

R2 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 10:35 | AUD $150,000 |  THE AGENCY R/E CHOISIR HCP

66 MANSA MUSA
Dual acceptor. Back from a eight months spell following 2 lengths fourth over 1100m at Warwick
Farm. Seems to excel when fresh up and expected to prove hard to beat.

33 AGENT PIPPA
Stepping out to this circuit for the rst time but rates very well at this distance. Rates highly and
expected to go close again.

44 SOUTHERN LAD
Resumes here after three months break. In readiness for this trialled on October 29 Multiple rst-
up winner previously. Should be thereabouts at the finish if forward enough.

55 AYLMERTON
Struggling to nd best form, needs to improve on last start when eighth over 1200m at
Randwick. Has a chance to find the frame today but will need to improve.

11 GLENALL
Stepping out to this track for the rst time but rates well at this distance. Can bounce back here.
Among the top chances.

R3 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 10:55 | AUD $35,000 |  SHEREE DEAN THE BEAUTY BAR MDN

66 MERCURY
Performed well during rst up run when runner up at Newcastle on October 19 over 1200m.
Improved by first up run. Top chance.

11 BIZARRO
Colt by Not A Single Doubt from the dam Allblack Lass who makes debut. Ran third at recent trial
and looks ready to run a big race.

88 LILLY PILLY
Progressive lly resuming today after two runs in her rst campaign, the latest nishing fourth
was well in the market at Newcastle. Sure to have improved and looks well placed.

33 DAREDEVIL
Resuming today after sixth on debut at Hawkesbury before going for a spell. Look for
improvement today. Chance.

44 MISSILE MAGIC
Debuting three-year-old gelding who has trialled well enough heading into his rst start. Might
just work his way into the minors.

99 RED HOT
Sent out at very long odds on debut and wasn’t disgraced when a 0.7 lengths over 1000m at this
track. Sound debut and can improve further.

R4 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 11:20 | AUD $50,000 |  AGENCY PROPERTY M'MENT (BM70)

22 EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
Continues to race well, the latest nishing 5 lengths fourth over 2200m at Warwick Farm. Rates
highly and can do much better.

11 BREAKDANCE
Has not been far away in recent times and was a last start winner at Warwick Farm. One of the
chances.

33 MISS MOANA
Fitter for the two runs back, the latest eighth over 2000m at Randwick on October 19. Will be
improved on the two runs in and is worth value bet consideration.

55 HOOF HUSTLER
Fair effort third at Doomben last start when in the market and has to have claims if he can run
up to that form again. This no harder and rates well.

44 EUGENIO
Strong effort last start to win by 4.25 lengths at Kembla Grange, rising in class today. Looks a
place chance at best form.
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R5 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 12:20 | AUD $35,000 |  I98FM BREAKFAST SHOW 6-9AM-C1

22 ARTHUR IN CHARGE
Resumes today after scoring his maiden win two back in his debut campaign. Rates highly
today.

11 AUBURN BOY
Broke maiden two back and not far away since, the latest when a 2.75 lengths second over
1600m at this track. Well suited here. Should prove hard to beat.

66 FITUESE
Deep Field lly who made debut at $1.40, and scored over 900m at Newcastle. Shows promise
and don’t discount lightly.

44 MR MOSAIC
Led to the nal stages last time when nishing win at this track. Will nd it hard from barrier 10
and meets a tougher field. Each way chance.

55 SOIR DE LUNE
Five-year-old fresh from a spell. Yet to miss a minor placing in two resuming runs. Should be
primed for another solid outing first-up, and worth some thought.

R6 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 12:40 | AUD $50,000 |  JCDECAUX (BM70)

1010 JETSKI
Dual acceptor. A streak of wins came to an end last start when as favourite nished fourth at
Warwick Farm. Looks tough to beat.

55 STATUESQUELY
Dual acceptor. Edging towards a win, the latest when a 1.6 lengths third over 1400m at Warwick
Farm. In the placings last time and can go on with it.

66 ZOUOLOGIST
Second up here, returned in good style when second beaten only 0.8 lengths rst up last start.
Looks an each way chance.

77 VEDDER
Rarely far away but nds it hard to win with just the one career success. Last start was third over
1200m at Warwick Farm on October 23. Doesn’t win often but has the ability and worth
including.

1111 MAGIC CHARLEE
Keeps improving with each run this campaign. Good last start when rst at Newcastle and is
capable of improving further still here. Strong hope.

R7 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 13:04 | AUD $35,000 |  JACK PRIMMER ELECTRONICS-BM64

11 RUTHLESS AGENT
Hasn't won for more than a year but getting close to breaking through when placing last time
over 1300m at Warwick Farm. In the money latest and rates highly here.

44 ACCOY
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when sixth over 1400m at this track. Racing well and
expected to measure up.

66 TRACKMAN
Four-year-old gelding who made debut at $3.80 when win over 1300m at Scone. Shows promise
and don’t underestimate.

22 CAPTAIN MANERING
Nine-year-old gelding who drops in journey since last start at this track when sixth, nishing 4
lengths off the winner. Jumps in weight but looks a leading contender.

33 SILENT GENERAL
Was positioned right up near the speed last start working home well for a second at Wyong.
Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Looks capable of fighting out the finish again here.

R8 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 13:20 | AUD $50,000 |  HEINEKEN 3 (BM70)

11 KEDAH
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when fourth over 1400m at Warwick Farm. Has the
ability and rates among the leading hopes.

1212 PALURIEN
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 2.5 lengths second over 1200m at
Newcastle. Has the ability and expected to run well.

1616 STATUESQUELY
Dual acceptor. Handy mare racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when third but
beaten only 1.6 lengths over 1400m. Racing well and rates among the top chances.

1010 ARROGANT LASS
Dual acceptor. Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a half a length win over
1350m at Wyong. Has the ability and looks one of the chances.

22 POP GIRL
Facing tougher test here after nishing fth over 1400m at Warwick Farm fresh but honest
overall record. Rarely far away and looks a place hope.
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R9 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 13:44 | AUD $35,000 |  TC AIR & ELECTRIC HCP (C2)

33 SNIPS
Resumes here after a four months spell and expect him to be race t with a couple of barrier
trials under his belt. Form last campaign was excellent and expect a forward showing here.
Leading contender first up.

11 ISILMO
Narrowly beaten when running second at Newcastle last start only beaten a nose. Looks a good
chance on that form.

77 IMPATIENCE
Won by a comfortable margin last start in easier company at Goulburn. This talented mare goes
well at this distance, and will handle the class jump here. Drawn an inside barrier. Will gure in
the placings.

22 UNO THAT First-up here. Usually needs a run or two to find his best form. Place looks his best hope.

44 PRIDE OF DARCI
Struggling for form this campaign, the latest when 1.8 lengths fth over 1200m at Newcastle.
Looks better suited here, place claims.

R10 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 14:00 | AUD $50,000 |  CACTUS IMAGING (BM72)

22 JAZZLAND
Won well fresh at Wyong over 1350m. This is far tougher but have to respect the ease of that
win. Consider.

44 FOREIGN TERRITORY
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 1.5
lengths over 1400m. Racing well and should run well.

66 ADANA
Hit and miss galloper who ran well below best last time when a 7.25 lengths seventh over 1300m
at Warwick Farm. Has the ability and can bounce back here.

1010 SOLDIER OF LOVE
Going well lately, the latest one length third over 1600m at Warwick Farm. Honest type with three
wins to his name already. Rates well and don’t underestimate.

1212 KING HEWITT
Fair performances of late none of which have yielded a placing. Has won over this distance
previously. Worth consideration.

R11 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 14:19 | AUD $35,000 |  GO HIRE MDN HCP

33 TAWARET
Resuming from a spell following 6 lengths eighth over 1250m at Canterbury. Fitter for a trial
during spell and looks well placed here fresh.

44 BRUNETTA
Was prominent throughout at Hawkesbury, working to the line in good fashion to nish second.
Not beaten far on that occasion. Can be thereabouts at the finish again here. Keep in mind.

11 UNDOUBTED
Fair effort when second at this track last start when in the market and has to have claims if he
can run up to that form again. Third up, drawn well and looks a strong winning chance.

77 ZARZOU
Improved on debut but still not nding a place or win, last start was fth at Randwick-
Kensington. With this improvement could find a place.

55 COMMAND TO FIGHT
Made up plenty of ground with a fast nishing fth at Bathurst on debut over 1400m. Nice alley
and worth including as a chance.

R12 - RANDWICK-KENSINGTON | 14:40 | AUD $50,000 |  SHARP EXTENSIVE IT (BM70)

66 EVELEIGH
Fitter for two runs back, the latest when 0.8 lengths win over 1100m at Wyong. Fitter again and
rates among the winning hopes.

22 MANSA MUSA
Dual acceptor. Returns from a break following a fourth over 1100m at Warwick Farm. Recent trial
winner and expected to run well.

1010 WANDABAA
Dual acceptor. Fitter and does have a solid second up record. Resumed with a 1.5 lengths win
over 900m at Newcastle. Rates strongly and should run well.

33 ANNA'S JOY
In both runs this preparation she has loomed up and faded. Appears much more suited in this
line up.

88 ROMAN WOLF
Resumes in this after four months off. Has a good record resuming. Trialled leading up to this so
fitness shouldn't be a query. Worth some thought.
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R13 - GERALDTON | 15:20 | AUD $15,500 |  ABROLHOS ADVENTURES (BM70 )

11 TRADE TALK
Resumes in this at his home track after seven months off. Has a good record resuming. Hasn't
trialled in the lead up to this so fitness is the only query. Can take this.

66 JUPITER RISING
Consistent at this journey and comes in well after finishing fourth over 1300m at this track. Likely
to prove hard to hold out.

22 BAY PUBLISHER
Veteran sprinter who is a 8 time winner came close last time when third and beaten 1.5 lengths
over 1200m at this track. Has the ability and can break through on best form.

55 GOLDEN ACRES
Fitter for two runs from a spell and wasn’t far away when fourth over 1200m at this track.
Thereabouts last time and is worth including in the multiples.

44 DASHING IMAGE
Resumes here after a eight months spell and a 1100m Geraldton barrier trial where he placed in a
barrier trial. Form last campaign was excellent and on home track expect a forward showing.
Fitness the only query.

R14 - GERALDTON | 15:55 | AUD $15,500 |  MID WEST CHAMBER OF COMM. (C5)

22 MASTER SPLINTER
First up in this. Form last preparation was very good, winning four times. Likely to be shy of his
best first up but still looks right in this.

11 RECOILED
Resumes after a six months break when nishing 2 lengths sixth over 1400m at Belmont Park.
Does boast an imposing first up record and can kick off with a strong run.

44 FULLY STOKED
Fitter for one run from a break and does have a good record at this journey. Resumed with a
fourth over 1100m at this track. Rates well and could feature on best form.

77 ROYAL PLANET
Struggling for form this campaign, the latest when 6.25 lengths sixth over 1200m at this track.
Has minor claims.

33 QUALITY FAIR
Unwanted in the market at this track over 1100m when third. Winner at the trip and worth
including among the chances.

R15 - GERALDTON | 16:35 | AUD $14,000 |  RED DUST HOLDINGS MDN

11 SPOOKWOOD
Nothing wrong with return to racing when second at this track over 1300m nearly four weeks ago
as favourite.

22 KENYLUCK
Boasts the peak Timeform rating in this eld. Just pipped a nose at this track over 1220m in
latest outing as favourite. Will receive a charmed run from this gate. Will take catching.

44 MIDNIGHT ROCKET
Failed to impress at two starts to date and resumes here after a break of more than a year. Will
find this easier than those runs. Worth some thought first up.

55 WRITTEN LAW
Resumes today after a fair debut, fth at Belmont Park before returning to the paddock. May run
into a place with a bit of luck.

33 ASHBURN
Continued honest form last time out when placing over 1200m at this track. Rates fair and can
run another forward race.

R16 - GERALDTON | 17:10 | AUD $15,500 |  CRAMER AND NEIL (BM58 )

55 FEARHILDI
Doesn’t win often but rarely far away, the latest on speed placing over 1600m at this track when
third when well in the market. Close to a win and should run well again.

33 CAN HE HUSSEL
Well rated galloper who scored a close win last start at this track winning by a neck starting at
$3.80. Rates best on recent ratings.

66 NUN OF THAT
Form sound including a last start third over 1400m at this track when made some head-way
from midfield and has the inside barrier. Impressed last start. Right in the mix again.

11 WORLD IS YOURS
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2.5 lengths when fourth over 1600m at this track. Has ability
and looks a definite each way hope.

22 BALMONTGOMERY
Edging towards a win, the latest when a one length second over 1400m at this track. Around the
mark and rates among the chances.

R17 - GERALDTON | 17:50 | AUD $15,500 |  RDH HCP (C2)

33 KNUCKLE DOWN
Almost found the win last start running a close a neck second at this track over 1400m. Looks
close to a win here.

11 KINTAIL
Back from a seven months spell following a nose win over 1200m at this track. Rates highly here
and looks one of the leading chances.

77 FAIR EUGENIE
Surpised with a win by a nose when unwanted in the market fresh at this track over 1100m.
Winner at the trip and worth including among the chances.

1010 WILD MEMORIES Resuming today. Usually needs a run or two to find her best form. Place looks her best chance.

99 YOELQUI
Five-year-old fresh off a 103-day break. Yet to miss a minor placing in three resuming runs.
Drawn okay and should be up to this so toss in at odds.


